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clearing away the ashes of what was left of another pyre, carefully
putting aside such charred logs as might yet serve some useful
purpose. The crowd of pilgrims, devotees of the strange
terrifying Hindu Gods and Goddesses, passed up and down the
stately stairways that lead from the town above down to the
water's edge, regardless of what was taking place, for the burning
of the dead is of almost hourly occurrence in the Ghat at Benares.
The faggots blazed on, and the heavy grey smoke rose in a
straight column above the pyre, so still was the morning
air.
Presently the elder woman rose, turning listlessly toward the
river and the crowd that thronged its banks, bathing and drinking
the green slimy water. As she stood, silent and wrapt in grief,
she seemed to see nothing of the scene around her—the slow-
flowing sickly river ; the gay colours of the multitude upon the
• Ghats ; the thousand pigeons that bathed with the crowd ; the
primitive painted house-boats moored to the shore ; the children
splashing in the shallows ; the gleam of bright brass and copper
water vessels ; the strange markings in coloured clay on the
foreheads and sometimes on the bodies of the sparsely clad
bathers ; the great flat umbrellas of yellow matting so large
that they shielded whole groups of people from the sun's hot
rays ; the blossoms of a myriad marigolds that floated on the
foul surface of the stream—and away above, the high, high
buildings and the endless flights of steps, wide and narrow,
shallow and steep—and the masses of masonry—ramparts of
squared stone, immense fluted towers, crowned with strange
temples and white palaces and painted houses with their walls of
peeling stucco, and their decrepit balconies and their faded
shutters. Near by, a century ago, a vast block of temples and
buildings had subsided and the ruins lay, huge masses of dis-
torted stone, overthrown and disordered along the river bank.
On a raised terrace a chorus of youths and boys in light yellow
robes and bearing in their hands thin wands, stood singing,
their eyes intent upon Holy Ganges at their feet. Everywhere
the sacred grey cattle strayed indolently.
The sunlight, now strong, floods the river and the Ghats and
the many coloured multitude with a blaze of crude yellow light
and, exulting, the crowd drank and bathed, and bathed and
drank again.
Slowly, in silence, the two Hindu women ascend the wide
stone stairway and are lost to sight in the shadows of an archway.

